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In 11 years, 600,000 people sharing 9000 cars 
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Buzzcar: la force de la ruche… est sa diversité 
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Lille 
Fabien &  

Sa Toyota Cruiser 
 

43€/jour ou 

5,5€/heure  

+ 0,25€/km  



Buzzcar: la force de la ruche… est sa diversité 
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Nantes 
Marie & 

Sa Renault Modus 

 

30€/jour ou 
5€/heure  

+ 0,5€/km 



Buzzcar: la force de la ruche… est sa diversité 
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Montreuil 
Alain & 

Son Opel Agila 
 

35€/jour ou 4,4 

€/heure 

+0,13€/km 



Buzzcar: la force de la ruche… est sa diversité 
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Paris 
Vincent & 

Sa Ford Fiesta 

 

38€/jour ou 

4,75€/heure 
+0,19€/km 



Buzzcar: la force de la ruche… est sa diversité 
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Lyon 
Quentin &  

Sa MG Zr 

 

60€/jour ou 
7,5€/heure 

+0,21€/km 
 



Buzzcar: la force de la ruche… est sa diversité 
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Valence 
Selma & 
Sa Renault Clio 

 

30€/jour ou 

3,5€/heure 
+ 0,26€/km 



Driver Members 
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1000 cars 
4 months 

3000 drivers 
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Collaboratively built Infrastructure 
Collaboratively financed 



Recipe 
 
1. Identify Other People’s Excess Capacity 
 
  



Recipe 
 
1. Identify Other People’s Excess Capacity 
 
2. Create a platform that makes use of it.  
    End users bring their their own content, their own stuff.  

+     Identify Excess Capacity 
++   Allow others to share or  invest in it 
+++ Create platforms that enable others to apply their own 

assets ($) 
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Age Rooms Hotels Countries 

9 1,200,000 237 

60 645,000 4400 100 

43 500,000 4100 90 

90 3400 79 

50 3000 67 
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Les personnes &  

les institutions 
 
•Expériences 

•Expertise 

•Capital 

Excess 

capacity 
Common 

platform 

High Growth 
No need to: 

•Source 

•Evaluate 

•Purchase 

•Finance 

•Maintain 

 

Reduced financial risk 

Scaleable 
•Online search & transactions 

•Distributed network, flexible 

•Created by the community 
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my searches my friends my videos 
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my knowledge my stuff my photos 
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PCs with internet, speaker, microphone 
 
 
 
 

Skype also uses their equipment for msj-ing & video 
Distributed directory on their PCs 

 
 

 
1. Identify Other People’s Excess Capacity 
  
 
 
2. Create a platform that makes use of it.  
    End users bring their their own content, their own stuff.  
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Smart engineers untapped creativity. 

Idle phones already paid for. 

 
1. Identify Other People’s Excess Capacity 
  
 
 
2. Create a platform that makes use of it.  
    End users bring their their own content, their own stuff.  
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“It continues to multiply 
and I just couldn’t stop it 
from growing.” 
 

-- creator of Chat Roulette reflecting  
on the 30 million users  

in the 6th month of operations 
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The bull is out of the pen 
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Everyone is a participant: doers & 

spectators 
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BUILD!  

More towers ($$$) 

More backhaul ($$$) 

Lots and  lots of micro/pico/femtocells ($$) 

Newer radios ($$) 
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Another strategy would be to offload as much data as possible: 

 

 to Free Spectrum  

 to WiFi on both the 2.4 and the 5 Ghz bands ($) 

 to Mesh network of users’ devices 

The content is largely generated and consumed locally!    

 

• 80% of the time you interact  

• about stuff within a few kms of you and  

• within two social network hops  

• content increasingly cached locally 

• increasing data exchange between local devices 

 

Huge efficiency of short-range communications  
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 A MESH architecture, networking devices,  

is the most efficient delivery system of local data 

Collaboratively built Infrastructure  

Collaboratively Financed 
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An open mesh software & development platform  

would deliver local wireless infrastructure & app creation  

at the speed, scale & cost-efficiency of  

Buzzcars, couchsurfing rooms, skype users, phone apps 

 

 



Imagine if we exploited excess wireless capacity      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Connecting these 
 Peers as Nodes? 

smart grid                          smart infrastructure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Smart cars 



Where end user’s bring their own assets (devices)  

to create a world-wide local wireless network 
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“It continues to multiply 
and I just couldn’t stop it 
from growing.” 
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